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50/50 Club News, from Anne East
The year 2020/21 has 105 members. The draws have been carried out online
with several witnesses to the process. Although the numbers are slightly smaller
than last year I decided to keep the prizes at the same level. As a result the
Bonus in April will be smaller but there will be one!
Prizes for August, September and October
2020
Drawn on Zoom, with Cathedral ringers
27th October, 2020

Prizes for November, December 2020 and
January 2021
Drawn at the Virtual Guild Meeting
9th January 2021

August
£25 Peg Eastwood
£15 Richard Green
£10 Helen ruberry

November
£25 Richard Green
£15 Helen Speight
£10 Raymond Coan

September
£25 Anne Hogarth
£15 Chris Lamb
£10 Christine Robinson

December
£25 Raymond Coan
£15 Rachael Rodway
£10 Alan Smith

October
£25 Diana Green
£15 Jeanette Ellison
£10 Ally Walton

January
£25 Nick Newby
£15 Nick Tithecott
£10 Chris Lamb
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The CDGCBR Needs You!
The Guild is forming a Study Group. The Study Group will be open to all Guild members and you are welcome to
attend all or any sessions of interest to you, at no charge. The sessions will be run via Zoom meetings and where
appropriate, Ringing Room (RR) practices may run alongside.
The Study Group‘s aim is to progress your ringing ability and enjoyment.
Whatever your ringing ability, all Guild members will be very welcome to join in the Study Group sessions. You
can listen to the talks and then opt into practical sessions if you want. If you join in the Ringing Room‘ practical
sessions, we will make every endeavour to ensure you are working at a level at which you are comfortable.
Hopefully you will find some of the talks pitched
exactly at your level, but you should also be able
to enjoy sessions that may over-stretch you or be
way below your ability. If you are a learner, it does
not matter if you cannot follow everything, it will
give you a flavour for the future. If you are very
experienced, you can enjoy reflecting on whether
you agree with the speaker, or if you have
different approaches.
You do not have to join in any Ringing Room
practices that follow talks but we hope you will
give them a try. There will always be several online
towers‘ available some ringing on methods
relevant to the talk; and other towers ringing
whatever is appropriate to the band in the room
just as we would in a real tower.
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Meetings will take various forms •
presentations by speakers on bellringing related subjects
•
shared pre-recorded online resources watched in advance and discussed at the session (similar to a book
club - but with bells)
•
discussion about specific ringing methods and tips for learning them
We welcome suggestions - so if you have a good idea for a meeting please share it with us.
To get the group underway we have a programme of monthly talks from Julia Cater:
First Sunday in month (except April) - 3.30pm start
•

Sunday 7 February - Calling Bob Doubles for the first time. Associated RR session focuses on Bob Doubles

•

Sunday 7 March - Moving from calling Bob Doubles to calling Bob Minor. Associated RR session focuses on Bob
Minor

•

Sunday 11 April - Introduction to Stedman. Associated RR session focuses on Stedman

•

Sunday 2 May- How to ring Big Bells‘. Associated RR session to be decided

Any enquiries or to join in please email Ed Matthews at edwinmatthews@hotmail.com
Obviously, we expect learners to be interested but this Study Group can only flourish if we have experienced
and intermediate ringers too, to provide strong supportive bands. Please consider joining in and meeting up with
us from the comfort of your own home. We look forward to seeing you. It should be fun!
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The Accidental Ringer continued from last issue. (by Chris de C)
Last issue, I told you about a ringer down south somewhere, (Norwich area) called Mary Jones, who started
ringing and recording her thoughts in her Blog, 'The Accidental Ringer' (recommended: search and read!! ) Her
progress has continued to be amazing, through ringingroom.com. From barely plain hunting the treble, before
ringing ceased, she is now able to ring a huge number of surprise minor methods and is now starting on
Surprise Major and Double Norwich; she has also rung several quarters of bob minor in hand, even conducting
one, these rung on real handbells, socially distanced in the open air , well-wrapped up against the cold !
Sally Nicols, from Cockermouth, is another who has been making good use of ringingroom, making amazing
progress and is working through surprise methods at the same sort of level. Sally is also learning handbells,
having bought some of the new 'ebells' which you can use in ringingroom or handbell stadium, or with Abel to
practice by yourself. I'm sure there are more of you!!
Both of these ladies kickstarted this phenomenal feat, in the RR practice I organise on Wednesdays, now called
'Mostly surprise minor, with pickled eggs after 9pm', as the band have all progressed together. I've never met
most of them but we have all become great friends, just like in a real tower! - except we carry on ringing when
it's normally long past time to put the bells down and go to the pub; the pub comes to us, so to speak!!!
Sometimes ringing, chatting and refreshment is going on till after midnight, even 3:30 am, once!
Andrew Warboys is helping people to make similar progress up in his area, too. If you haven't done any or much
in ringingroom, there is lots going on. A numb er of towers in the guild have a practice now, and in facebook,
there is a group called 'Ringing Room Take-Hold Lounge', where open to everyone practices are listed in the
event, with chat and room links.They range from absolute beginners - I also rung a 'neverdoneitbefore' session,
called Strictly Basic, which has started people off who have never even learned to ring a bell, as well as progress
beginners who could only ring rounds! All have been learning to count and listen, rather than try to see numbers
or use ropesight or coursing orders. It is a different set of skills but the theory learning will be immensely useful
when back in the tower. We are now splitting that off into two groups - one basic and one improvers, the latter
working on Plain hunt and plain bob now.
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Moving on, the Accidental Ringer's Daily Blog for the New Year was worth sharing with you all - with her permission!

Ringing achievements of 2020
A difficult year for an A-Z of ringing achievements, but I will have a go anyway, because there have been some
delightful moments during the past 12 months, despite the gloomy outlook and, as always, ringers have laughed
together, albeit sometimes in an hysterical fashion.
A is for ART and The Association of Ringing Teachers’ annual beanfest. My teacher accepted an award for the
MRDC - I think it was for the Waggiest Tail or perhaps it was Best in Show. Someone was foolish enough to hand
me a microphone and allow me to say what I thought about learning to ring church bells. Fortunately, ringing
shut down immediately afterwards, and people will have forgotten what I said by the time I have to next meet up
with them again
B is for Bobs and other things – this year I have begun to get to grips with the bob, the single, the splice and the
dice. I will happily command others to follow my orders, although I often forget to look for the end in my
enthusiasm
C is for COVID which has put the mockers on everything for most of the year. ‘Nuff said.
D is for Derelict churches and possibly other buildings, places where eager handbell ringers can meet up and
indulge in their passion. Someone did complain about sitting in a draught, but I thought that was the point.
E is for e-bells – strange, plastic bell-shaped electronic devices that ring when you wave them around. They tend
to produce a somewhat choppy rhythm in the hands of the inexperienced, and one of mine did not work at all.
It’s replacement is currently stuck in the Royal Mail Christmas/COVID backlog which might be the best place for it
(editor’s note – e-bell has since arrived and been pressed into service)
F is for Fun and Friendship. Despite the difficult circumstances there have been a lot of these essential
ingredients on offer for those prepared to look for them.
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G is for Girl-Power. Ladies have come to the fore in this year of virtual ringing. In the on-line world the dash for
the tenor by the gentler sex has been startling – it was where some of us wanted to be all along. And through the
past few months the confidence of women to call the touches has increased noticeably. The Ringing World
devoted a controversial issue to gender imbalance in ringing which made some of the older gentlemen huff and
puff a bit. There is even an all lady handbell ringing group somewhere in existence.
H is for Handbells and how much some of us have enjoyed them. From a simple start of learning to plain hunt
on 6 on M/Abel, we have struggled and worried at them until we can produce a handful of certificates that prove
that we are almost Proper Handbell Ringers. We ring them, we call from them, we teach others and are quite
Grown-Up. Not something that I would have ever guessed possible back in January 2020
I is for insects – there were a lot of them about this summer, but did we let them put us off? Some of us have
learnt to scratch our noses, stamp our feet or swat something suspicious whilst ringing and not miss a beat. I is
also for Interruptions, often from insects (see above). Our ringing has suffered a few, but we try to keep on
clanking.
J is for Jitsi – it is not a disease – it is what you use when you are too mean to pay for Zoom (see Z below)
K is for Kindness. We have needed to be especially kind to each other in this difficult year, and above all, kind to
ourselves.
L is for Learning – and for some of us this has been of the accelerated kind. I have lurked in the Ringing Room
and asked questions of anyone willing to provide a comprehensible answer. I have been introduced to more
theory than I know what to do with and have tried to implement what I can where I can, much to others’
amusement. “May I please call a touch of Cambridge?” I will ask. “Certainly” those that know me will reply
(snigger, snigger). Not what anyone expected this time last year.
M is for Motivation. Some ringers have found it hard to remain motivated in this strange year. Not so The
Clanging Belles. Have we ever moaned “I’m fed up with this. I can’t see the point?” Like hell we have!
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N is for Neighbours. Faced with a group of handbell ringers setting up their folding chairs on your boundary,
you can either think “that sounds good, can I please have a go?” or “where are the power tools? I need to drown
out that din immediately”. We have been lucky, but not everyone is as tolerant as our Norfolk neighbours.
O is for Outdoors, the only place where we have been able to meet up without risking a criminal record for
much of the year. Not too bad in the summer, but more challenging in December (see T is for Thermal)
P is for Progress. We have made a fair bit. One of us has moved away from the trebles (or rather received a
hefty shove around the circle), and three have progressed no end. Peer acknowledgement has resulted in 2
honourable mentions on What’s Hot on BellBoard. Yes, ladies we are officially HOT (no, not that sort of “hot”)
Q is for Quarter Peals – in particular, calling them. There have been some firsts and for one of us seconds, and
thirds and fourths etc. Those of us who have managed this should feel a little bit proud because not everyone
bothers to try
R is for the race to call a first quarter peal. Oh, did no one tell you that it was race? Sorry about that…
S is for Sanitising and Social Distancing – we have sanitised the leather straps on the handbells until they have
turned black, or is that the perspiration? We have hauled up tower bells in masks and rung strange and
discordant combinations on bells chosen for their distance from another bell rather than their tunefulness.
T is for Thermal – the sort of clothing that we have resorted to in recent weeks. Rugs, hot water bottles and
strange skugs (skirt/rug combos) have also been worn.
U is for Unexpected. We have embraced the unexpected and found something in it to relish. Did anyone in
January 2020 expect me to nag to ring Kent in two hands? Probably not.
V is for Virtual Ringing – in the Ringing Room or elsewhere. I dare not count up the hours I have spent hanging
around strange towers waiting for the chance of a rope to ring something that I do not usually get a chance to
ring. Thank you to the creators of Ringing Room and all the ringers in the virtual world who can be relied on to
share their experience and towers.
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W is for Wine. Perhaps some of us have consumed a little more than is wise over the year, but have we enjoyed
it? Yes, we have. It makes our fingers trip over the keys so easily.
X is for X and I – those little symbols that mean so much. Lead end? What should I do? Well, it could be IIXX or
perhaps IXIX or something else. But once you know which, then no need to take a wild stab in the dark. Now all
I need is to know when it is the lead end. Easy if I am waving the treble in my right hand or if someone calls a
bob, but otherwise tricky.
Y is for Ytterbium. You hum it and I will attempt to ring it (and pronounce it)
Z is for Zoom – the way that we keep in touch if we want to ring together. Technical hiccups have abounded, but
we have learnt how to deal with lags and most of us have a list of acceptable excuses to explain embarrassing
hesitations. Turning off the video helps to maintain bandwidth and also allows inexperienced ringers to employ
the services of a second party to push the button(s) for them. No-one is any the wiser.
Perhaps 2020 was not a vintage year for ringing, but as one north American virtual friend, who lives 400 miles
from the nearest ringable tower wrote “I have rung more in the last 9 months than I have in the past 20 years…”
There is ringing to be had for those wanting to look for it. There is learning to be mastered and progress to be
made.
Mary Jones, The Accidental Ringer

Tower News
Moresby
We started having our first practices using ringingroom.com and Zoom, the first week in May, having two
sessions a week at first, as some people had other meetings they had to go to. We now have just one
which those who want to, can usually attend (Tuesdays). Not everyone wants to...
Some of the group had rung plain hunt on three and four, and had tried Bastow Minimus, before Ringing
had to stop in March last year.
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I'm proud to say that I can now report that they can all plain hunt up to 6 bells and treble to plain 5 or 6
bell methods, as well as cover. Practice night includes some of them ringing touches of Bob Doubles, All
Saints Doubles, Reverse Canterbury, Bastow, Grandsire and, this week, Plain and Little spliced as well.
Two of them, Brian Penny and Barbara Southwell, can now ring touches of Bob Minor and plain courses
of Bastow Minor, on all 3 pairs of handbells. They have been working on Treble Bob hunting and Forward
Minor, with a view to moving on to Kent TB Minor next. Plain and treble bob hunting on 8 is a usual end of
practice bit of fun, with varying degrees of success.
My own handbell ringing has been progressing, too, working with Jane
Holland and one of the Tulloch ringers, Ian Turner. We have been working
on various things, and now progressing via Kent, to Woodbine Delight and
Norwich Surprise Minor.
If anyone more capable would like to coach us, it would be so much
appreciated!!! Tuesday afternoons, 3pm.
Chris de Cordova

Thursby
Hello, my name is Ken Thorn and I am learning bell ringing at Thursby. After some coaxing from Hilary Ward and
Cynthia James, I have been persuaded to write an article for the Guild News Letter, it’s meant to be light-hearted,
but I won’t be offended if you edit it or put it in the waste bin. (I couldn't resist including that bit - Ed!)
Learning to Ring Bells at 72 years of age
My introduction to bell ringing came about after meeting Peg Eastwood at Thursby Village Hall at a coffee
morning, summer 2018, my wife and I were about to move to Thursby, December 2018. On entering the hall we
were warmly welcomed by Peg who took care of us and introduced us to several people.
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During conversation with Peg the subject of bell ringing came up, was I interested? I’d never thought about it, my
only experience of ringing was occasionally ringing a bell before the service at my old church in Exmouth.
Fast forward to a Sunday in July 2019, and on entering the church I met one of the ringers about to go up to the
ringing room, plucking up courage I asked if I could go and watch the ringers; yes I could as long as I sat down
and kept out the way!
After the ringers had finished Peg asked if I would like to go before the main practice on the following Tuesday
and have a go. Hesitating a little I said, 'ok': little did I realise what I was letting myself in for! So for several
Tuesdays after that I went before the main practice just learning to handle a bell and then I would happily watch
the ringers at their main practice. Then that fateful Tuesday evening came when the ringers stopped and the cry
went up: “rounds for Ken”, grab No 4, you’re ringing rounds. The exit was blocked, protesting was a waste time,
when the Tower Captain (old bossy knickers) says jump you just ask “how high”?, and so, with much-needed help
and encouragement from my bell ringing friends (in no particular order) Peg, Cynthia, Barry, Hilary and Andrew,
my bell ringing started.
Now with restrictions on bell ringing and our virtual practice on Tuesdays we stay calm and carry on.
So if you ever sit and listen to the bells at Thursby on a Sunday and you hear someone stamping a foot, don’t
worry - it’s only old bossy knickers' way of telling me I’m going wrong!
(Cynthia knows I call her bossy knickers, so I know she won’t be offended, and I did ask her if it was ok!)
Ken Thorn
Barrow news from TC, Andy Pollock
My ringing wish list for 2021 includes resetting and restarting my ART membership. Sadly my efforts, following a
course towards the end of 2019, were scuppered by Covid in 2020.
I'd like to share a few of my responsibilities of tower captaincy (even just the occasional help organising social
stuff) to ease the burden and was feeling somewhat overwhelmed and burnt-out before Covid, so I can start
enjoying my ringing more and not just feel I’m constantly trying to keep up with managing the tower.
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Ultimately my main hopes for the future are
(1) to see our strength in youth continue and those youngsters go on to really enjoy ringing throughout their life;
(2) to continue to enjoy all the amazing friendships I’ve made through bellringing, and especially through social
'meandyring's, meals, and other stuff.
(3) become something of a training hub in the local area using our simulator
(4) maybe ring more quarters and a few more peals – for personal enjoyment and
also to benefit those learners at our tower who are interested – especially if there
is someone who is proficient and enjoys/feels confident conducting
(5) hook up more with CDG events

A quick quiz, by Andrew Moncrief, Whitehaven
1. A piece of wood sticking up from the headstock is known
as what?

2. What is a method with 8 working bells called ?
4. A doubles method is rung on how many bells?

3. In which city is the heaviest ring of 12 bells?

6. The row 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 is called ?

5. How long does a full peal take to ring and how many
changes should it be?

8. The row 1 3 5 7 2 4 6 8 is called ?

7. What is the fluffy part on a rope called?
9. How many bells swap places when the conductor does call
changes?
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10. The only uk bellfoundry, which is left now, is in
which town?
Answers on last page

Ringing Room tips
Initially, we had issues with feedback, hearing bells strike twice, and multiple voice echoes. But as we got
to know how it worked, we realised we each needed to either use headphones/earbuds or to mute whilst
ringing. This is because the microphone you use for talking to each other was picking up the sound of the
ringing it heard and bouncing it back, milliseconds later. Headphones are the best solution but that was
impossible for two who shared an ipad. We could allocate them separate bells and keys, but they both
needed to hear it. The muting whilst ringing was going on was the solution. Unmute to chat!!!
Unless you have a paid subscription to Zoom, you are cut off after 40 minutes, so we tried other video
link methods. I now have experience of Microsoft Teams, Google Meets, Discord and Jitsi, and initially we
settled on the last, mainly because it is opensource software, runs in your web browser and is
unrestricted in either time or who can access it. Once a room is set up it is usable for ever, at any time,
and by anyone with the link, so it doesn't matter about there being a host to control it; whoever is first in
has that pleasure! (That is the same with the tower link in ringingroom, too!) However, one of two people
had trouble with Jitsi - they may have been using macs/ipads etc - we didn;t check. I just decided to pay
for a Zoom subscription. We all pay steepleage at Moresby and it didn't work out much more than that,
per month.
The biggest problem we had was ringing evenly and we could not achieve good rounds or call changes.
We have found ways to help, but counting the bell numbers out loud, together, in strict rhythm helps. I
have found that how long you have been ringing does not define your skill in Ringingroom. The newest
one to learn to ring proves to have a great sense of rhythm and understanding of place. This week we
tried plain hunting on 6 for the first time and he was doing really well, never having tried it in the real
tower! I would welcome anyone visiting, either to help or to have a go to see how it works. I don't think
many towers in Cumbria are using it, which is such a shame!!!
See the last edition about how Moresby ringers achieved a high standard of ringing - traditional tower
skills are useless online!!!
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Things that suddenly stop you being able to ring your bell:
1) your mouse has moved off the ringing room window (you get a black box!!) Before you start ringing,
move the pointer to the top left and put the mouse where your elbow won't move it!
2) You have put yourself on a bell but it won't ring - check you have clicked the 'stop assigning' button!
3) You assigned yourself to a bell but it wont ring ... and other say you are not on a bell yet - click the
refresh screen button!
4) Your bell will not ring with the space bar, J key, right arrow key .... your assigned bell may not be at the
bottom right hand of the rope circle - Hold SHIFT and press the bell number you want to ring.
Send in your own problems with ringingroom to be answered in the next edition!
Chris de Cordova

Not any more!!!
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I just thought I'd
share this pic of
the lovely pottery
bell which my
sister made for
our ruby wedding
anniversary!!!
C deC

A great Newsletter should encompass a number of elements:
Celebrate the victories: celebrate all the good things that are going on. This can be anything from introducing
new members, individual or group achievements like first quarters, or peals, or conducting etc. It’s also nice to
share good news stories that involve ringers, but are not ringing related such as someone who has just passed
their exams, or gained an achievement in another hobby.
Announcements: share short biographies of newly appointed officers so that everyone can get to know them.
Where have you been recently published or interviewed?
Formal communication:meeting dates, venues and times. Special practices. Courses and how to sign up for
them. And, if you need to, address any difficult situations.
Photos: bright, exciting, enticing photos of things happening. Just make sure you get permission from those in
it, particularly if that includes young people.
Have we achieved this? Probably not ... please see what you can do to fill the gaps for next time. Don't
wait till asked - just send anything, whenever. Start tomorrow!!!

Quiz Answers
1. Stay
3. Liverpool
5. Around three hours and a minimum of 5000
on 8 or more , 7 or fewer has to be 5040
7. Sally
9. 2
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2. Major
4. 5
6. Rounds
8. Queens
10.Loughborough

